Ireland’s Premier IT security value added distributor
At Renaissance our focus is to help you develop your business profitably through security and compliance.
Renaissance delivers data security solutions for Irish businesses, giving the protection and assurances needed
to keep their IT environment safe and secure.

Renaissance provides your
business with:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Marketing
Pre-Sales support
Post-Sales support
Technical support
Price and product
Sales training
Technical training.

Renaissance offers professional services based around data security and compliance.
▪ Data security review & policy development
▪ Endpoint, UTM, Health checks
▪ Trustwave Secure Web and Email Gateway Health Checks
▪ Online support services and security consultation
▪ Implementation Services
▪ Upgrade Services
▪ Training & Accreditation

Renaissance will:
▪
▪
▪

Develop new sales opportunities
Maximise returns on your existing
customer base
Cross sell and upsell to your customers

Our account managers are here:
▪
▪
▪

To develop your business
To identify opportunities
To make you money
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Mid-Market and SMB Product suite
USERS

▪
▪
▪
▪

Endpoint Protection & Authentication
Compliance
Personal & Enterprise Grade Security
Synchronised Security
Protecting Against Unauthorised Access
Vulnerability Management

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Data Backup
Encryption
Archiving
Data Classification
Workspace management

▪

INFASTRUCTURE

NETWORK

Gateway Protection
Network Analysis & Security
Actionable Visibility
Secure WIFI

▪
▪
▪
▪

YOUR BUSINESS
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Backup & Data Recovery
Backup Solutions
Data Leakage
Vulnerability Management
Ransomware Protection
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Enterprise Suite

Ericom provides secure remote access, desktop virtualisation (VDI) and web security solutions to
organisations across all industries. With a focus on application delivery, cloud enablement and secure
browsing Ericom advances secure connectivity – providing end users with a superior work experience and
optimising enterprise productivity.
Ericom provides business value by empowering timely and secure access such as applications, desktops,
data and cloud-based information while ensuring that the user experience remains natural and smooth,
regardless of the conditions, device and location. Ericom Solutions cost-effectively optimise IT efficiencies
and access infrastructures, extend the life of IT assets, and increase business efficiencies.
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Indegy provides situational awareness and real-time security for industrial control networks to ensure
operational continuity and reliability. The Indegy platform delivers comprehensive visibility and oversight into all
OT activities, including changes to controller logic, configuration and state, across all vendor devices, by utilising
control network inspection of proprietary control communications, and patent-pending agentless controller
verification technology that validate PLC firmware, code and configuration. With a team made up of veteran
cyber security and ICS experts, Indegy provides visibility, protection and operational continuity for your
operational environment.

ObserveIT provide detection and prevention to enable proactive defence against both malicious and negligent
user behaviour from employees, privileged users, and third parties.
With ObserveIT, organisations can significantly reduce the risk of security incidents by monitoring user
behaviour and offering real-time education and deterrence. ObserveIT cuts investigation time from days to
minutes and offers full playback of security incidents to improve response times and simplify compliance.

CensorNet provides a multi-channel, multi-layered approach to securing the cloud via its purpose-built
platform. CensorNet delivers integrated web security, email security, cloud application security and multi-factor
authentication to provide security focused visibility and control of an organisation’s assets.
Their elastic security platform combines traditional security controls (e.g. web/URL filtering, email security) with
granular cloud application control and adaptive multi-factor authentication to allow access while controlling
outcomes. They were the first to market with a secure web gateway with in-built cloud application security to
bridge the gap between traditional web security and cloud application security.
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PhishLine is a complete, risk-based Social Engineering Management Platform that will help your Information
Security Team go beyond security awareness by establishing metrics through real-world social engineering
and phishing simulations. PhishLine provides actionable discoveries at the human layer that are specific to
your culture and organisation. Finding your PhishLine is the gateway to taking informed, decisive action
against these persistent threats.

The Inventors of Tokenless® Authentication
SecurEnvoy is the trusted global leader of tokenless® two-factor authentication. As the pioneers of mobile
phone based tokenless® authentication; SecurEnvoy lead the way with ground breaking solutions that others
aspire too.
Their innovative approach to the tokenless® market now sees thousands of users benefitting from their
solutions all over the world. No remote software deployment and administrators enjoy the management tools
allowing them to rapidly deploy up to 100,000 users per.

Veracode provides an automated cloud-based service for securing web, mobile and third-party enterprise
applications. The company provides multiple security analysis technologies on a single platform, including
static analysis, dynamic analysis, mobile application behavioural analysis and software composition analysis.
Veracode’s unified platform assesses and improves the security of applications from inception through
production so that businesses can confidently innovate with the web and mobile applications they build, buy
and assemble as well as the components they integrate into their environments. With Veracode's scalable
cloud-based service and programmatic approach, you can secure your entire global application infrastructure
— and continuously innovate without sacrificing security along the way.
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Appixoft delivers the workspace solution 'Scense' to companies, educational institutions, healthcare
institutions and government institutions at home and abroad. By disconnecting the personal workspace and
applications from the operating system, Scense changes complex distributed desktop environments into one
efficient, manageable and transparent infrastructure. The Scense Platform transforms every PC or laptop into
a personal and customised workplace with universal access.
In doing so, Scense addresses all IT management challenges related to virtual and physical desktops and
laptops, application virtualisation and windows migration. Dynamic applications in every personalised
workplace on which device and at each location.

Teramind provides a user-centric security approach to monitor employee behaviour. Our software streamlines
employee data collection in order to identify suspicious activity, detect possible threats, monitor employee
efficiency, and ensure industry compliance. We help reduce security incidents by providing real-time access to
user activities by offering alerts, warnings, redirects and user lock-outs to keep your business running as
efficiently and secure as possible.

8MAN is a leading Access Rights Management (ARM) solution in Microsoft and virtual server environments
protecting companies against unauthorised access to sensitive data. It redefines standards for professional
network security and efficient user management and combines advanced functionalities with meeting current
security and compliance regulations.
8MAN is a unique access rights management solution that brings a new level of comfort in handling complex
tasks related to user-provisioning, tracking and monitoring – helping businesses establish a robust security
framework to successfully minimise exposure to insider threats. They provide: Permission Analysis, Security
Monitoring, Documentation & Reporting, Role & Process Optimisation and User Provisioning.
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DFLabs is the pioneer in Security Automation & Orchestration technology, leveraging your existing security
products to dramatically reduce the response and remediation gap caused by limited resources and the
increasing volume of threats and incidents. DFLabs is technology able to manage and reduce the overwhelming
security complexity of your technology infrastructure.
Our offerings comprise our Patent Pending Technology and our world-class Professional Service Practice,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secure Collaborative Platform for Data Sharing and Reporting.
Threat Intelligence
Bi-Directional integration with over 100 leading third-party security technologies.
Forensic and Response System Analysis and Evidence Management.
Dynamic Knowledge Base for GDPR, ISO, NIST and Compliance with many regulatory frameworks
worldwide.
Incident Response Professional Service

Sophos is a leading developer of integrated centrally deployed and managed security solutions.
IT security is becoming more and more complex, with new challenges like smartphones and tablets as well as
cloud storage, an ever-increasing array of security products to manage and new apps to monitor, and ever
more devious malware and hackers. Unfortunately, IT teams and IT security budgets are not growing at the
same rate—something has to give.
Network protection
Sophos UTM helps you consolidate your security without compromising its effectiveness. It is security made
simple, protecting your users everywhere while making security easier to deploy and manage.
End User protection
Sophos endpoint protection will keep data in and malware out—all within your antivirus budget. And we protect
your mobile devices and servers.
Server Protection
Sophos protection delivers more effective, faster protection across your network of physical or virtual servers.
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Altaro VM Backup is a hassle-free Virtual Machine backup software solution for Hyper-V and VMware. The
intuitive interface allows you to set up and perform backups and restores easily. Altaro VM Backup is designed
to give you the power you need, without the hassle and steep learning curve.
▪
▪
▪

Easy to use, intuitive UI - making it easy to implement a solid backup strategy
Managing and configuring backup/restore jobs across multiple hosts has never been simpler
Full control & scalability – Monitor and manage all your Hyper-V and VMware hosts from a single
console

YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvgf6ZAVf_RntNL1K3oYM_A

CA Technologies creates software that fuels transformation for companies and enables them to seize the
opportunities of the application economy. CA offers Enterprise IT Management (EITM) software for
organisations to manage IT in computing environments, which contain people, information, processes,
systems, networks, and applications, as well as databases from a Web service to the mainframe to a virtualised
cloud, regardless of the hardware or software customers they are using.
The company licenses its products principally to IT service providers, financial services companies,
governmental agencies, retailers, manufacturers, educational institutions, and healthcare institutions
worldwide through direct sales force, as well as indirectly through systems integrators, managed service
providers, technology partners, EITM value-added resellers, original equipment manufacturers, and
distribution and volume partners.

The Netshield appliances offer simplified and affordable NAC (Network Access Control) devices for small and
midsized organisations or networks serving from 25 to 4,000 assets. Netshield's patented and highly scalable
solutions allow you to control network access and detect, alert, and block accidental, unintended, malicious
access and data exfiltration. The Netshield products are hardware and software agnostic, which can be plugged
in anywhere and discover assets everywhere.
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BitDefender develops and provides online security software solutions for businesses and consumers. It offers
antivirus, antimalware with proactive heuristic detection, firewall, and device control solutions. BitDefender
offers business security solutions enterprises, businesses, virtualised environments, endpoints, service
providers, exchanges, mobiles, service providers, and Amazon Web services; compare, renewal, and upgrade
solutions; and cloud security for MSP.
It also provides security for home users, including Windows, mobile, packs, privacy, Mac, tech assist, toolbox,
and home users support. Bitdefender delivers robust security you can rely on. Bitdefender also delivers full
disk encryption and granular patching.

Cloud 24x7 solution is focused cloud solution provider company with strong intent to
build the specialised set of skills and practice in cloud technology to deliver solutions to Enterprises, Start-ups, and
consumer solutions. Cloud24x7’s Security FIRST, Threat Intelligence Platform offers unparalleled visibility into the
global threat landscape, advanced analytics, and insights, delivers actionable, intelligence-driven security solutions
to the clients.
Cloud 24x7 solutions enable organisations to define their cyber defences to prevent security breaches, detect
malicious activity in real time, prioritise and respond rapidly to security breaches and predict emerging threats.

Entrust Datacard Corporation offers identity and secure transaction technologies for financial, government,
corporate, education, healthcare, retail, and transit industries worldwide. It offers financial cards, passports, and
ID cards; and digital realm of authentication, certificates, and secure communications.
The company provides instant card issuance, transaction security, mobile authentication, high-volume card
issuance, border control, e-government, citizen ID program, credential lifecycle management, authentication,
identity credential management, SSL certificates, and employee ID solutions.
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The growing amount of data stored on external drives to cater for the need to store and transfer files and large
amounts of data means that storing this securely is no longer an option but is now mandatory.

ClearCrypt is a range of 256-bit encrypted Storage devices designed to be robust, secure and cost effective.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Full Capacity Range
Real-time AES256bit encryption
Software free
Aluminium Casing
True Hardware Encryption
Super Speed USB3.0
On-board keypad

USB3.0 super speed with a transfer rate up to 5.0Gpbs, 10x faster than traditional USB 2.0 drives.
Privileged, confidential or sensitive data must be protected at all times from intentional or accidental loss and
the ClearCrypt range of devices is designed to make this cost effective, flexible and easy to achieve. ClearCrypt
offers industry leading encryption and a product range to suit all needs and requirements.

SecurityDAM is a leading provider of best-in-class cloud-based security solutions, helping MSSPs, service
providers and enterprises offer and gain the highest possible level of security. The CyberDAM robust solutions
suite, secures many of the most complex network globally, addressing cyber security challenges such as
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks and network/application Vulnerability Assessment. Using our
multi-tenant management platform, global network of scrubbing centres and SOC services
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CoSoSys is specialised in Data Loss Prevention, eDiscovery and Device Control. The application portfolio
includes functions from device control, scanning data at rest, USB enforced encryption, mobile device security,
file tracing and shadowing, password security, data synchronisation and network security.
Content Aware DLP: Ensures data transfers through various exit points such as e-mails or cloud solutions do
not contain confidential information. This is done by content filtering, whitelists and blacklists, file tracing and
shadowing and reports analysis.
Device Control: Provides granular control of removable device access rights on Windows, Mac OS X and Linux
endpoints.
eDiscovery: Get visibility into sensitive data at rest and apply remediation actions to prevent unauthorized
access and data leakages.
Mobile Device Management: Ensures complete protection and control of the mobile device fleet while
increasing productivity and flexibility. This is done by strong security, geofencing, tracking and locating and
mobile application management.

PixAlert has been protecting enterprise networks and safeguarding brand integrity through market leading data
discovery and illicit image detection and security products since 1999.PixAlert’s modified solutions include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Data Monitor
Software that rapidly discovers, analyses and continuously monitors data-at-rest
PCI Card Checker
Scanner of company's systems for credit card data or image.
Image Auditor
Scanner for Illicit Images on corporate networks.
Screen Monitor
Real-time screen monitoring for inappropriate content.
Mail Scanner
Real time e-mail scanner for inappropriate content.
GDPR Software
Securely scan, identify and collate personal customer data on the network, PCs
and other devices within an organisation, notifying the administrator what and where information is being
retained, allowing sensitive data to be managed quickly and finally.
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Macrium Reflect is a backup, disk imaging and cloning software that come with free, personal and commercial
editions. Macrium Reflect is a recovery solution for home or business, used worldwide to protect documents,
data and operating systems.
Using advanced disk imaging technology your entire disk contents, including operating system and data is
securely saved in an easily recoverable backup file. Using this image, you can restore the entire disk, partition
or individual files and folders. You can create full, differential and incremental images to optimize backup speed
and disk space requirements.

Rapid7 transforms data into insight, empowering IT and security professionals to progress and protect their
organisations. Rapid 7 solutions are powered by advanced analytics and an unmatched understanding of the
attacker mindset. This makes it easy to collect data, transform it into prioritised and actionable insight, and get it
to the people who can act on it—all in an instant.
Our products and services enable organisations to innovate securely and reliably, and include offerings in
vulnerability management, penetration testing, application security, SIEM/incident detection and response, and
log management.
YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnctXOUIeRFu1BR5O0W5e9w

Trustwave Vulnerability Management services deliver proactive scanning, testing and remediation of
application, database and network vulnerabilities so you can better protect your customer data, financial
information, intellectual property and other key assets. Through our integrated, on demand security testing
platform, you can rapidly identify and address security weaknesses, thereby significantly helping to reduce
threats and risk.
With cloud and managed security services, integrated technologies and a team of security experts, ethical
hackers and researchers, we enable businesses to transform the way they manage their information security
and compliance programs and because our vulnerability management is delivered through the cloud and our
industry-leading managed security services, you can worry less about scanning and testing product complexity,
resource constraints, and in-house security skills shortages–so you can focus on your core business
objectives.
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NetFort provides network traffic and security monitoring software for virtual and physical networks. NetFort’s
flagship product, LANGuardian, is unique in the marketplace thanks to its powerful deep-packet inspection
technology that can be downloaded and deployed on standard physical or virtual hardware to provide
comprehensive visibility in minutes.
Using its powerful network traffic analysis engine, the LANGuardian is ideal for organisations looking for more
granular visibility across the network to:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Instantly troubleshoot network performance issues and prove it is NOT the network
Continuously monitor network security, instantly detect and resolve suspicious activity
Monitor activity at the core or on remote sites from a single dashboard
Always know what users are doing
Perform forensics, go back, investigate and report
Track inventory, who and what is on the network, servers, applications, and users

Safewhere is a software provider specialising in identity and access management (IAM) as well as Identity as
a Service (IDaaS). The Safewhere Identify platform is developed for securely connecting all users to all cloud
or on-premises applications while simplifying user and identity management, regardless of the size and
complexity of the IT environment.
The platform includes a long list of features, such as single sign-on, multi-factor authentication, password reset,
user provisioning, and centralised access control. Added together, these features help our customers boost
productivity, lower IT costs, connect with partners and customers, and prepare for GDPR compliance.

Heimdal Security gives solutions to vulnerability management. It also provides ransomware protection.
Dangerous Internet traffic can be used to infect your workstations and network. This makes scanning and
blocking malicious web traffic a core security component. Heimdal protects your workstations against
cyber-attacks and infected servers, domains and websites, while also ensuring a safeguard against data
leakage. Unique traffic-based PC protection, combined with an enterprise scale patching.
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WatchGuard are a leading provider in Unified Threat Management, Next Gen Firewall and Secure Wireless
solutions. Their portfolio is designed to scale to fit the needs and network capabilities of all business sizes and
structures.
WatchGuard provides reliable firewall and VPN appliances to combat today’s network threats. WatchGuard
produces unified threat management solutions that provide multi-faceted protection from malicious threats, backed
by strong performance with reliable multi-layered security
solutions. Their line of firewall products also can provide
SPAM filtering, virus filtering, Internet content filtering, and
Internet monitoring. Powerful reports allow business
owners and managers to track employee Internet usage
and ensure that corporate IT acceptable usage policies
are upheld.

CONTACT US
Location: Unit 8, Leopardstown
Business Centre, Ballyogan
Road, Dublin 18, Ireland
Eircode D18WD62
Email: info@renaissance.ie
Social Media:
@RenaissanceIre

Renaissance
Telephone: +353 (1) 2809410
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